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Title: Period: Period: - This test consists of 5 short answer questions, 10 short essay questions and 1 (of 3) essay topics. A short answer to questions 1. Why did Hester and Dimmesdale choose the place where they run? 2. Who gets the object that Hester throws away? 3. What holiday is mentioned in the
title of Chapter 21? 4. Who did Dimmesdale intend to meet? 5. Which of the following creatures is not mentioned while Pearl is playing on the shore? Short essay questions 1. What, according to the narrator, revived the public holiday with some variety of hue? 2. What thoughts arise with Dimmesdale
when he sees a deacon on his way home in Chapter 20 and why? 3. How does Hawthorne describe Dimmesdale, physically or emotionally, at the beginning of Chapter 13? 4. What does Pearl do with the seaweed she finds, and what does it show about her as a character? 5. When Dimmesdale refuses
to travel and leaves the post of minister, how did Hester change his mind? 6. Why does Hester say that Dimmesdale should travel somewhere, whether in some remote village or in huge London, in Germany, in France, etc.? 7. Why is Chillingworth trying to stop Hester and Pearl from joining Dimmesdale
on the scaffold? 8. Why Hawthorne describes Pearl in Chapter 19 as a living hieroglyph. 9. In chapter 16, Hester changes his story to Pearl about the meaning of the scarlet letter. What does she say about the chapter 16 letter? 10. Describe three alleged A-causes carved on Dimmesdale's chest. Essay
Topics Write an essay for one of the following topics: Essay Topic 1 One of the ways that Hawthorne structured this novel is symmetrical, with sets of mirror images radiating from the central chapter. By offering at least one example of this kind of symmetry, as well as examples of Hawthorne's
dependence on mirror images or opposites for other purposes of this narrative, analyze the structure of this novel. You can focus on the very beginning of the narrative proper, mean, and at the very end to establish you a clear vision of the shape or structure of the narrative. Essay Theme 2 Much of the
emotional struggle in this novel comes from the tension between public shame and private guilt. In an analytical essay, explain what each of these terms mean in this novel and how Hawthorne dramatizes each idea. Be sure to interpret them from the point of view of fictional elements (characteristics,
setting, plot action, mood, etc.) Hawthorne uses to demonstrate them. The essay Subject 3 Hawthorne foreword to this novel claims that he got himself in trouble for an unflattering portrait of a customs inspector, but nonetheless, the novel features many real historical people anyway. Take one of these
real historical figures (such as Governor Bellingham or Mrs. Hibbins) and offer a descriptive analysis of their role in the narrative. As Hawthorne characterizes these historical people? To what dramatic goals or fictional goals does he put them next to invented characters? Be sure to consider the role these
minor characters play in the historical setting of this novel. (see answer keys) This section contains 1,199 words (about 4 pages by 300 words per page) 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, Higher Education, HomeOhschool 2 no! We have not found any results on
%20scarlet%20letter%20final%20test. Please check your spelling and try again. Scarlet letter Final Test, please don't write to this test! KEEP ALL THE ANSWERS ON AN EMPTY SHEET OF PAPER. Part I: Character Identification: Match each character with the assigned description. 1.Hester Prinn and
2.Roger Chillingworth 3.Arthur Dimmesdale 4.Pearl 5.Governor Wee 6.Governor Bellingham - 7.Mrs. Hibbins - A. Purchased at a great price; it is sometimes called imph or baby adevila. BA is a respected member of the church, when he dies, people claim to see A for an angel in the sky. C.Sometimes is
called Black Man, his appearance deteriorize over time because of his evil nature. D. The governor's sister, she's the witch who keeps me with the devil in the woods. E.The main character, she must wear A for adultery. She is passionate, passionate and benevolent. F. Leader of the city, he wants to take
Pearl from Hester. He is hypocritical and subjective. The real father of G. Pearl, he is weak and tormented by guilt because of his guilt. He beats himself up and holds night vigils to ease his guilt. Part II: Multiple Choice. To not answer the best answer to every question. 8.What is the staging of the novel?
Bristol, England. Boston, Massachusetts D. Rhode Island9.Why is Hester in jail at the beginning of the novel? A.She committed adulteryB.She is unmarriedC.She wears too fancy clothesD.She spoke ill of Governor10.In what century story Hester Prynne set?A. Sixteenth century B. Seventeenth century. In
the eighteenth century E.The nineteenth century11. Who did Chillingworth live with before he appeared inBoston?A. Another group of Puritans. Spanish settlers in FloridaC. Native AmericansD.Canadian fur hunters12. How does Hester support himself financially? Like a prostitute. Like a seamstress. As a
nurse. As a farmer.13 What's right behind the door of the prison where Hester is located? A. A. RosebushB. Pine. Gallows. Cemetery14. Which of the following method Dimmesdale uses to punish himself for his sins?A. Scourging or flogging. Post. Vigils (long periods of wakefulness and/or prayer)D. All of
the above15. Next to whom he is buried at the end of the novel?A. DimmesdaleB. CoolingC. Perld. No one; her body burned. 16. What a natural phenomenon symbolizes both the sin of Dimmesdale and Governor Winthrop Lightning B. MeteorK. Wildfire. Flood 17. How does Pearl recognize Dimmesdale
as his father in his school? Calling him fatherB. Interrupting his sermonC. Kissing him. Announcing that she had seen him with her mother.18 What sign is supposed to be seen on Dimmesdale's chest? Scarlet letter AB. Tattoo. A sign of the devil. Red Rose19. How do Hester and Dimmesdale plan to
avoid suffering? Going to live with Native AmericansB. Landing on a ship bound for EuropeC. Killing Chillingworth. Committed suicide20. How did Pearl become rich? She discovers the treasures of pirates. She's marrying the governor's son. She inherits the Chillingworth estate and marries a nobleman.
She becomes a famous actress and dancer.21 Where do Hester and Pearl live? In a poor houseB. In a house owned by Roger Chillingworth. In the woods of D. In an abandoned cottage on the outskirts of Boston22. What makes Chillingworth qualify for?A. A. Doctor. Crazy. Scientist's Name: Period:
Period: This test consists of 5 questions with multiple choices, 5 short answers to questions and 10 short essay questions. Multiple choice questions 1. Which group of people is leading the procession, what is the name of Chapter 22? Musicians. (b) Clergy. (c) Soldiers. (d) Public officials. 2. What, in
chapter 13, glimpses with an unearthly ray? (a) Chillingworth's malice. (b) Pearl's eyes. (c) Meteor/falling star. (d) Scarlet letter. 3. Which of the following is not an explanation for dimmesdale's red stigma? a) Hester put it there. (b) Chillingworth did it. (c) The Minister did this to himself. God did so. 4. Who
is said to be chasing the forest outside the city, carrying with them a large, heavy book? a) Black Man. (b) Dark Man. (c) Angry Man. (d) The Dark Reverend. 5. When Pearl won't cross the creek, what does Hester tell her she can jump like? a) A bull frog. (b) Giant grasshopper. (c) A young deer. (d) Little
girls. A short answer to questions 1. What does Chillingworth's Chapter 14 city council discuss? 2. Who will grossly look desperate, with blackened faces at the holiday in Chapter 21? 3. Next to whom is Hester Prinn buried? 4. When Pearl constantly asks Hester, what does the letter mean that Hester tells
her in Chapter 15? 5. What is the name of Chapter 18? Short essay questions 1. Why are Hester and Pearl meeting with other townspeople at the beginning of Chapter 21? 2. Why should Hester and Dimmesdale return to Europe instead of moving somewhere more rural or remote? 3. Where does
Dimmesdale go at the beginning of Chapter 12 and why? 4. How does the narrator describe government officials in Chapter 22, many of whom were real historical figures (figures such as Bradstreet, Endicott, etc.)? 5. Why Hester's heart sinks when she sees Dimmesdale in a procession during the public
6. In Chapter 13, Hawthorne says that some people will think that the scarlet letter Hester means Able. Why? 7. In Chapter 14, why Chillingworth in the Woods? 8. In Chapter 14, what does Hester asks of Chillingworth? 9. Why is Chillingworth trying to stop Hester and Pearl from joining Dimmesdale on
the scaffold? 10. When Hester calls Pearl to come to her in Chapter 19, Pearl will not move from his place in the forest. What's stopping her from going to her mother's? This section contains 935 words (approximately 4 pages of 300 words per page) page) scarlet letter final test answer key pdf
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